cleaning agents

cleaning, care, and maintenance
of ceramic tile and natural stone
Professional

products
for your
tiles

Professional products
for care and maintenance of your tiles
There is nothing as nice as new
clinker tiles for floors or a brandnew tiled bathroom. Therefore, it
is of crucial importance to take
good care of your tiles to make
them appear new and clean as
long as possible. This requires
using the right care- and maintenance products and the right
methods.

ASK

your supplier
about type of
your new tiles!
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The choice of care and cleaning
products depends on the nature
of the tile/natural stone. Please
ask your supplier about what
kind of tiles you bought.
On page 7 you will find an overview that guides you in choosing
the right care/cleaning method
for the individual types of tiles
and natural stone.

7110 base cleaner
Effective detergent
Removes oil, grease and dirt on
ceramic tile and natural stone.

Mixing ratio:
0.5 liter 7110 base cleaner
to 8-10 liters of warm water.

Used for cleaning all surfaces
prior to further treatment and
for cleaning before new care
treatment.
Do not
apply on
waxed
marble and
limestone
tiles.

Apply and work thoroughly with
brush or a scrub pad.
Should be allowed to work
for 5-10 min.
The surface is then dried and
rinsed with clean water. Using a
vacuum cleaner, you will be sure
that all dirt is removed.
7110 base cleaner is highly
degreasing and therefore protective gloves are recommended.

Quality

base cleaner
for your tiles
before further
treatment

7110 base cleaner may make
glossy surfaces such as paint
and varnish matte, however, can
be used on such surfaces if they
are subsequently coated with a
topcoat.
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7120 ceramic cleaner
Effective detergent
removes grout and laitance, lime
and rust on ceramic tiles, natural
stones, and sanitary wares.
Do not apply on
calcareous tiles
such as marble.

Strong

cleaner

contains acid

which removes
lime, rust,
and laitance
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Mixing ratio:
1 part 7120 ceramic cleaner
to 2 parts water.
The mixture is thoroughly brushed into the surface with a not
too soft brush or a scrub pad.
Should be allowed to work
for 2-5 min.
It is important to remove all residues afterwards, as it can dry
into the surface and give a gray/
white film. Rinse with clean water.
To ensure that all dirt is removed, it is recommended to use a
vacuum cleaner.

7230 ceramic wash
Neutral detergent
for daily cleaning of ceramic
tiles, natural stones, and sanitary
ware.
7230 ceramic wash removes dirt
and limescale on the surface and
prevents moldy stained tiles and
joints.

Mixing ratio:
0.1– 0.25 liter 7230 ceramic
wash to 10 liters water.
The mixture is applied to the surface with sponge, cloth or mop
and then dried off or rinsed with
clean water.

Daily
cleaning

for your tiles
and sanitation
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7360 tile sealer
Neutral impregnation
For cement-based joints and
absorbent tiles such as nonpolished natural stones, like
marble, granite, limestone etc.
7360 tile sealer penetrates the
surface and makes the tile more
repellent to dirt, limestone, and
liquid.
The surface must be clean, dry,
and free of other coating.

Neutral

impregnation
makes the tile
repellent to
dirt and
liquid
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Apply concentrated:
7360 tile sealer is applied with
a viscose cloth or roller. It is
evenly distributed onto the entire
surface, in multiple directions
to avoid stripes. After application, any excess 7360 tile sealer
should be removed with a cloth
or the like after 5-10 minutes.
As some natural stones may
get some depth colour, it is
recommended to perform a
test on a small area before treating the entire surface. During
application, the surface gets a
wet appearance which dries up
within 2-3 days.

Where can it be used?
overview of materials and products
Materials:

7110
base
cleaner

Marble and
other calcareous
tiles without surface polishing
and raw natural
stone without
surface coating.
Hard-burnt
tiles and clinker
without glaze,
where surface
often has a
microstructure
that allows some
absorption into
the pores.

Do not apply
on marble
or other
calcareous
materials.

Apply where
surface is
dirty with
oil, dirt and
greasy care
products.

Terracotta, tile
and the like,
stable porous
and absorbent
materials.
Sanitary wares,
toilet, sink,
bathtub,
fixtures etc.
Glazed tiles,
clinker, mosaic,
and polished
natural stone/
marble.

7120
ceramic
cleaner

Be careful
when cleaning
off polished
marble which
is often waxed
on surface.

Removes
laitance and
limescale on
tile surface,
sanitary wares,
and fixtures.
Apply only in
low resolution
on enameled
surfaces.

7230
ceramic
wash

Suitable for
daily washing
and cleaning
on all surfaces
that are either
surface treated
or untreated.
Removes
daily dirt and
soiling.
For heavy load
surfaces with
heavy traffic, it may be
necessary to
thoroughly
clean the surface with 7110
base cleaner
and continue
with treatment
and cleaning
routines several times a
year.

7360
tile
sealer

Prevents to
absorption in
fine-grained
structure of
tile, both
before and
after grouting.
For strongly
absorbing
surfaces,
care must be
taken that
enough sealer
is applied as
later treatment
is not possible.

Not
applicable.

Do not apply
on polished
marble.
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Right tools

- are designed to ensure very good results
• The dry mop is ideal for light,
daily cleaning of floor areas.

Tips & Tricks!

• Use a scrub pad for deep
cleaning of particularly dirty areas.
• Viscose cloths do not flock and are
therefore suitable for application of
7360 tile sealer.

• Floor-washing gives best
result when washing- and
rinsing water are kept in
2 separate buckets.
• Use mop for
floor washing.
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• For good-sized floor
surfaces, we
recommend using
vacuum cleaner
to remove dirty
washing water
from the
floor surface
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